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● Why have another web framework?



● Why have another web framework?

WHY NOT?



Mojolicious
use Mojolicious::Lite;
get '/' => {text => 'I ♥ Mojolicious!'};
app->start;



Dancer 2
use Dancer2;
get '/' => sub { "Hello World" };
dance;
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● Where they differ
● Mojo is more all-inclusive (has its own user-agent, webservers, 

templating system, interfaces with thing like PostgreSQL)

● Dancer feels lighter (also has a lot of plug-ins, but tends to let 
you pick what you want from the rest of the Perl ecosystem)

● Some have accused Mojo of being “anti-CPAN”

● But Mojo has much more robust documentation and a long 
history of supporting async and websockets

● Dancer is catching up



A little about me...



● … Not a programmer

    Don’t necessarily know stuff



Typical constraints in newsrooms
● No time

● No money

● Trying to get information out of government agencies that have 
outdated systems, not always motivated to help, may be hiding 
something
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outdated systems, not always motivated to help, may be hiding 
something

● Have I mentioned no time?

  Perl is an ideal solution





“You ought to be using Python”



“You ought to be using Python”

“You really ought to be using Django”



Now back to Dancer...
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#!/usr/bin/env perl 
use Dancer2;
get '/' => sub { return 'Hello World!' };
dance; # alias for ‘start’

● $ perl dancer_demo1.pl

● >> Dancer2 v0.301002 server 10595 listening on http://0.0.0.0:3000



#!/usr/bin/env perl 
use Dancer2;
get '/' => sub { return 'Hello World!' };
dance; # alias for ‘start’ 

● This also works, by the way
● $ plackup -p 3000 dancer_demo1.pl



Routes and placeholders
# index.html

get '/' => sub {

    "<h1>Hello!</h1>" 

    };
    



Routes and placeholders
# index.html/hello

get '/hello' => sub {

    "<h1>Hello you!</h1>";

    };
    



Routes and placeholders
# Route with a placeholder: 
# index.html/hello/John, for example
    
get '/hello/:name' => sub {
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    "<h1>Hello, $name!</h1>";
    
    };



Routes and placeholders
# Route with a placeholder: 
# index.html/hello/John, for example
    
get '/hello/:name' => sub {
    my $name = 
          route_parameters->get('name');
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Routes and placeholders
# Route with an optional placeholder: 
# index.html/hello/John, for example
    
get '/hello/:name?' => sub {
    my $name = 
          route_parameters->get('name') 
          || ‘You Know Who’;
    "<h1>Hello, $name!</h1>";
    };



Create a full app scaffold

● $ dancer2 gen -a MyApp





plackup bin/app.psgi
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Case study: WFMU



To-Dos: Learn about async



To-Dos: Deployment



To-Dos: Simple CRUD



Any questions?


